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MusicBrainz

❖ Open database of (recorded) music metadata

❖ Run by the MetaBrainz Foundation (California 
non-profit) 

❖ 12 Paid developers

❖ Community of 20,000+ active volunteers who 
add data

❖ Foundation funded by licensing fees for access 
to the MusicBrainz database 
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Original schema
❖ Originally a copy of the CDDB structure: Artist, Album, Track

❖ The same recording on different albums is in the database twice

❖ Multi-CD albums get entered as different albums

❖ The "Classical Music Problem" 
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The Next Generation Schema
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Schema

❖ https://wiki.musicbrainz.org/MusicBrainz_Database/Schema

❖ The schema was not built as an implementation of an existing schema (2011)

❖ Solve a specific problem that we had

❖ We saw that we implemented many features of existing metadata schemas

❖ Periodic updates to add new features (up to 2 releases per year, usually fewer)

❖ All items in the database have a MusicBrainz ID (Random UUID) for public identification

❖ In our experience, every time we thought that this wasn't necessary, we eventually 
realised that it would be useful
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Core entities

❖ Release Group: contains multiple variants of 
the same release (vinyl, cassette, CD, reissue, 
country variants)

❖ A release can have 1 or more mediums (CD1, 
CD2, CD3...)

❖ Recordings can be shared between multiple 
releases. Link between medium-track-recording. 
Tracks are unique, but recordings may not be

❖ Artist credits explain who performed
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Artist credits

❖ https://wiki.musicbrainz.org/Artist_Credits

❖ Who is the release attributed to?

❖ Recordings can optionally have another artist 
credit (otherwise it is shared with the release)

❖ Credits can include additional text (join phrase)

❖ The name of the artist in the credit can be 
different to the artist's original name
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Other entities
❖ Not an exhaustive list, but these items have a 

MusicBrainz ID

❖ https://musicbrainz.org/doc/MusicBrainz_Entity

❖ Area (geographical)

❖ Place (Studio, Stadium)

❖ Event (Concert, Festival)

❖ Artists (Person or Group)

❖ Release ("Album")

❖ Release Group (Collection of releases) 
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❖ Recording

❖ Series 

❖ Work ("Composition", but also movement, 
symphony)

❖ Genre

❖ Instrument 
 
 
 

https://musicbrainz.org/doc/MusicBrainz_Entity
https://musicbrainz.org/place/b1179210-4b99-4f15-957e-41d09e993020
https://musicbrainz.org/event/b0e1901e-da48-4aea-8f1b-190ee86b5ce9
https://musicbrainz.org/series/793b0ca8-a301-4b08-8692-25999b32d34f
https://musicbrainz.org/work/54dacada-b00c-34b6-bbbb-e89855c7219f
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Instruments
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Aliases

❖ Alternate names for entities

❖ Most entity types can have an alias

❖ Per-language variations

❖ https://musicbrainz.org/artist/
9ddd7abc-9e1b-471d-8031-583bc6bc8be9

❖ Name: Пётр Ильич Чайковский

❖ "English Primary Alias": Pyotr Ilyich 
Tchaikovsky

❖ "Search hints" (common misspellings)
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Attributes

❖ https://musicbrainz.org/relationships

❖ Used to create links between entities in the 
database

❖ Artist - composed - a work

❖ Person - published - a work

❖ Person - performed [instrument] - on a 
recording

❖ Recording - was recorded [on date] - at 
place
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Attributes

❖ One table per pair of items that can be related

❖ link: metadata about the link itself

❖ link_type: the nature of the link between the 
entities

❖ attributes: [lead] perfomer, [assistant] 
producer 
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External sites (URLs)

❖ Point to external locations

❖ Turns out these are just relationships (URL is 
an entity)

❖ Other authority catalogues

❖ https://musicbrainz.org/artist/
0383dadf-2a4e-4d10-a46a-e9e041da8eb3

❖ Some relationship types are specific to a site

❖ Other types are generic (other database)
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Work attributes
❖ CompMusic project (2011-2017)

❖ We decided to add all content to MusicBrainz instead 
of creating a separate database

❖ Some information didn't fit in the existing 
MusicBrainz schema

❖ We used tags to temporarily store it

❖ MusicBrainz added additional functionality for our 
requirements (also subsequently used for other 
purposes)

❖ https://musicbrainz.org/work/adcdc472-8b19-4e6f-
aa4e-be8c6aea5f8a 

❖ https://musicbrainz.org/work/
bb332094-7f0c-469a-9f3b-4cce7b28c7f4 
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Edits
❖ All changes to the database are proposed as edits 

to the database

❖ Edits are voted on by the community to 
determine if they are valid

❖ An edit history is stored for all entities

❖ A list of edits is also used to perform updates to 
database mirrors

❖ https://musicbrainz.org/search/edits?
auto_edit_filter=&order=desc&negation=0&com
binator=and&conditions.0.field=artist&conditions
.0.operator=%3D&conditions.0.name=R.E.M.&co
nditions.0.args.0=10302&conditions.1.field=type&
conditions.1.operator=%3D&conditions.1.args=2
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https://musicbrainz.org/search/edits?auto_edit_filter=&order=desc&negation=0&combinator=and&conditions.0.field=artist&conditions.0.operator=%3D&conditions.0.name=R.E.M.&conditions.0.args.0=10302&conditions.1.field=type&conditions.1.operator=%3D&conditions.1.args=2
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https://musicbrainz.org/search/edits?auto_edit_filter=&order=desc&negation=0&combinator=and&conditions.0.field=artist&conditions.0.operator=%3D&conditions.0.name=R.E.M.&conditions.0.args.0=10302&conditions.1.field=type&conditions.1.operator=%3D&conditions.1.args=2
https://musicbrainz.org/search/edits?auto_edit_filter=&order=desc&negation=0&combinator=and&conditions.0.field=artist&conditions.0.operator=%3D&conditions.0.name=R.E.M.&conditions.0.args.0=10302&conditions.1.field=type&conditions.1.operator=%3D&conditions.1.args=2
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Data formats

❖ API available via XML (with schema), JSON

❖ Main pages also available via JSON-LD (used by search engines) 
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CritiqueBrainz
❖ https://critiquebrainz.org 

❖ Open database of reviews of music (and books) 
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AcousticBrainz

❖ Public archive of features automatically 
extracted from music

❖ Uses Essentia (https://essentia.upf.edu/)

❖ Audio descriptors (MFCCs), Tonal features 
(key, chords), Rhythmic Features (bpm)

❖ Support Vector Machines to compute 
features using common MIR tasks

❖ Ran from 2015-2022 
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ListenBrainz

❖ Open database of user listening history

❖ import from lastfm, spotify

❖ Statistics

❖ Community functionality

❖ Recommendations 
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BookBrainz

❖ Open database of books 
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CAA

❖ https://coverartarchive.org/

❖ Open database of image cover art

❖ Collaboration between metabrainz and the 
internet archive (which stores the images) 
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